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Abstract
The migration of software is an economically important niche since the daily operations
of many business still rely on systems based on legacy technologies. Migration to more
recent technologies comes with major technical and management challenges mainly related
to knowledge-loss issues on the specific technology but also on the architecture and design
of the legacy. This paper presents a method that addresses the reverse/forward engineering
tasks as well as some management challenges such as the planning of the migration based
on a better understanding of the system. The process relies on the use of models and
transformations to create high-level abstraction views of the legacy. A big challenge with
the migration of certain legacy applications is that much of the business logic is inside
triggers which are written in the PL/SQL language and scattered across the application
layers. Therefore, developers need to know what they need to migrate and where it is. The
main contribution of our work is that the abstractions allow developers to understand and
plan the migration without the need of having a vast knowledge on the initial technology.
Furthermore, our views help developers to decide about the structure and business logic
they want to have in the target system. In this paper, we describe the application of the
method to the Oracle Forms case study. Nevertheless, the approach can be generalized to
other technologies through new bridges that transform from said technologies to the abstract
views. The paper ends by reporting lessons learned from our experience.
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1. Introduction
Most organizations wish to migrate their legacy applications to new architectures and
technologies, pressured by factors such as high maintenance costs, technical debt, inability
to cope with incoming requirements and regulations, incompatibility with other systems,
ceasing support by vendors, and lack of experts on out-of-date programming languages and
technologies.
A migration project involves two main phases: i) reverse engineering; and ii) forward
engineering [1]. Reverse engineering aims at understanding the current system through representations at a higher-abstraction level (e.g., different kinds of software models) compared
to that of code. The reverse phase may include restructuring of the source system to favor
quality attributes in the target application. Forward engineering is the process of transforming those high level representations into the physical implementation of an application
[2].
There are many challenges in a migration project: insufficient documentation, lack of
knowledge about the legacy technology, unclear application’s architecture and software structure [3], and a big deal of uncertainty about how to estimate and plan the project [4].
We have been working, for some years, in collaboration with industry partners to carry
out migration projects that target diverse technologies [5, 6] such as Oracle Forms [7, 8, 9],
Java [10], and Ruby on Rails [11].
The migration of Oracle Forms (OF) is our migration project most advanced and mature.
Forms applications are present in many sectors. Results of a tool usage survey [12], carried out by the Oracle User Group Community Focused On Education (ODTUG) in 2009,
indicate that 40% of 581 respondents (application developers) use Oracle Forms.
We undertake a long collaboration with Asesoftware, a Colombian software company
that offers migration services to its clients who desire to translate OF source code to other
technologies such as Java or .Net. This joint work dates from 2014. As a result of this work,
we have managed to incrementally propose a technology-independent migration method
supported by a commercial product called SMoT (Smart Migration Tool). SMoT is based
on Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) techniques [13]. SMoT was designed to tackle the
challenges mentioned above. One cornerstone component in our solution are the languages
(referred to as metamodels) describing 4GL technologies. These languages, together with
parsers, editors and model transformations, strives towards technology independence. One
important contribution is that people who do not known very well Oracle Forms technology
can work using the high level abstraction views not only to understand the architecture but
also to modify and reorganize, at that level, the initial application to favor quality attributes
in the target application. Once decision making is performed, SMoT is able to produce an
application written in the target language. It is worth noting that SMoT addresses the code
translation of the application structure that refers to the graphical interface arrangement
(i.e., basically through forms) and how the interface is mapped to database tables to perform
basic CRUD (Create/Read/Update/Delete) functionality.
Besides the structure, a characteristic of these applications is that most of the business logic –that goes beyond the CRUD functionality – is inside small programs written in
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PL/SQL which are triggered by events.
When reviewing the literature, we found that the PL/SQL issue has been addressed in
two ways. On the one side, some works [14, 15, 16] reverse engineer large legacy PL/SQL
applications to achieve program comprehension but do not address the translation of such
code. On the other side, other works [17, 18, 19] deal with the reverse and forward engineering tasks involved in the migration of PL/SQL code which is embedded in Oracle Forms
applications. They focus on modeling PL/SQL language statements at a syntactic level.
Like the first group of referenced works [14, 15, 16], we aim at reverse engineering the
PL/SQL code with a program understanding intend. Thus, a fully automated translation of
the application business logic expressed in the PL/SQL code is out of the paper scope. For
leveraging program comprehension, SMoT executes an algorithm that matches the PL/SQL
blocks against a catalog of code patterns. A code pattern is a set of statements that frequently appear together in the code and that implement a specific business logic validation
or functionality. After that, SMoT displays the PL/SQL code –classified according to functional purpose– in a view for the analysts to decide which triggers worth to be migrated and
which ones should be skipped (for example, because of technology obsolescence). Finally, in
the generation step, the approach embeds the PL/SQL snippets –marked as ”to migrate”–
in strategical locations of the target code for developers to manually translate them.
The difference with respect to previous works is that our approach goes beyond the
syntactic level: it specifically targets the semantics of this domain by first grouping PL/SQL
statements that are typically used together. Furthermore, we aim to discover business-level
functionality regardless of the number and complexity of the statements required to perform
it.
In addition, to tackle the challenges related to project management, on top of the legacy/intermediate models, SMoT has functional features to help developers to estimate, plan,
and track the project progress.
In a nutshell, the contributions of this work are: i) a platform-independent migration
method that goes beyond the technical translation from source to target, as it includes
managerial steps such as planning and project progress tracking. It is worth noting that
said translation tackles the applications structure; ii) a technical contribution regarding
the comprehension of PL/SQL code; and iii) lessons learned in applying our method to an
industrial setting.
Technical and managerial concerns are addressed by using views (or editors) that show
the information available in three different models referred to as legacy model [7], intermediate model [8, 9], and code patterns model. The migration method itself is separated in
two processes: the creation of the migration tool (named ”Base migration process”) and the
application of this tool in a particular case (named ”Migration application process”).
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the two aforementioned processes
in an agnostic manner for them to be replicated in other contexts (for example, if the
source/target technologies are changed). Section 3 introduces the OF industrial setting,
which was performed in collaboration with Asesoftware. Section 4 describes the application
of the ”Base migration process” to the case study. Afterward, Section 5 presents the notion of
PL/SQL code pattern and explains how these patterns are matched against the application
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code. All these sections report design decisions that could be useful to practitioners that
face similar challenges and wonder which are the alternatives (including their benefits and
drawbacks) when carrying out model-based migration. Section 6 discusses the results of
applying the ”Migration application process” to a project carried out in a banking company.
This evidence shows improvements in developer’s productivity and code quality when using
our SMoT tool. In addition, developers expressed that the new (semi)automated process is
less complex than the one they manually carried out before. Section 7 exposes some lessons
learned. These lessons are categorized into two groups: use of MDE techniques and code
patterns. Section 8 addresses the literature review and Section 9 presents our conclusions
and outlines future work.
2. Model-based Assisted Migration Processes
Even though the source and target technologies of the case study are particular (Oracle Forms and Java/.Net), we have designed the migration approach to be Technologyindependent. For each new source or target technology we have to develop some assets
(referred to as the Base migration process) that are then reused for every project that conforms to such technologies (this is called Migration application process).
Fig. 1 (which uses a UML activity diagram notation) shows the two processes. Ovals
represent activities and arrows represent transitions between activities. The horizontal synchronization bars represent that completion of the previous activities before starting new
ones is required. Processes are detailed in the remaining of this section.
2.1. Base migration process
This process is carried out if the business analysis shows that the migration is financially
viable. The analysis studies the business value that the migration from a particular source
to a target technology would bring to the company. The study includes: i) identification of
stakeholders and migration goals; ii) evaluation of similar migration efforts of competitors;
and iii) definition of plan and cost estimation for the base migration process.
Therefore, the base migration process starts with the business analysis and its end
state is the tooling that assists users (such as analysts, architects, developers) in migration projects. This process should be led by a team consisting of Model-Driven Reverse
Engineering (MDRE) experts, legacy experts, and software architects. This process has the
following steps (see Fig. 1 a):
Step 1: Understand legacy. Its purpose is to achieve a better knowledge of the technologies
used to construct the legacy systems. This step is often complex because it involves the comprehension of languages, libraries, operating systems, tools (e.g., Integrated Development
Environments), component systems, database systems, etc.
Step 2: Understand target technology. This step consists in studying how the target technology contributes to the fulfillment of quality attributes of interest. Often, this understanding
is more straightforward compared with that of the previous step because most of the team
members likely have more experience using modern technologies than legacy.
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(a) Base migration process.

(b) Migration application process.

Figure 1. Processes description.
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Step 3: Define target architecture. This step encompasses the following sub-steps: i) prioritization of Non-Functional Requirements (NFRs); ii) selection of architecture styles, tactics
and patterns to address the NFRs; and iii) design of architecture diagrams (e.g., components,
deployment, etc.) that reflect decision making.
Step 4: Build an experiment. In this step, the team constructs an experiment (that is,
software + tests) to verify that the proposed architecture satisfies the NFRs. If so, the
team members continue the process. Otherwise, they continue iterating until a compromise
between technical and business constraints is achieved.
Step 5: Define migration strategy. According to Seacord et al. [20], there are different kinds
of software migration; for example, revamping and source code translation. Revamping
refers to the replacement of the UI of a system, whereas source code translation refers to
the conversion of an application from a programming language to a different one.
Once the team members establish the migration strategy, they decide the scope by answering the following questions: i) which constructs of the legacy are kept as-is?; ii) which
constructs of the legacy are worth migrating to the target?; iii) which are the mappings
between these constructs and the target technology?; iv) which parts of the legacy will be
migrated (semi)automatically?; v) which parts of the legacy will be migrated by hand?;
vi) how to properly indicate to developers the location where code completion is needed?;
and vii) what kind of mechanism will preserve automatically generated code from mistakes
manually introduced by developers?
Answers to these questions serve to specify the requirements for cartography, planning
and code translation.
Step 6: Develop cartography views. This step consists of building abstractions on the legacy
applications (architecture views). It is required to have views that: i) show coarse-grained
elements (i.e., containers) that group fine-grained elements; ii) deploy the detail of every
coarse-grained element; iii) combine coarse and fine-grained elements (i.e., nodes) into one
container; iv) show relationships between elements; v) be navigable from a high to a low
level of detail; and vi) have visual aids (e.g., labels, colors, sizes) to reflect a software metric.
Step 7: Develop estimation tool. This step entails the construction of a tool that helps
the development team to estimate the migration cost in an accurate manner. A variety
of estimation methods can be found in the literature [21]; for example: expert judgment,
tasks breakdown, parametric methods, functional points, use case points, etc. The chosen
method will depend on the availability of experts and legacy artifacts (mainly code and
documentation).
Step 8: Develop migration tool. This step includes the construction of a tool that produces
the target application from the legacy, bearing in mind the migration scope. Model-driven
migration normally requires complex transformation chains that take as input the legacy
code, translate it into several intermediate models until the target code is produced. If the
migration process follows a white-box approach, then it is necessary to provide with means
for the users to make architecture decisions on top of the intermediate models.
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Step 9: Carry out the pilot. The purposes of this step are to: i) fix bugs of the tools; ii)
measure the gains in productivity and quality to adjust the business model; iii) adjust the
instantiation process because the legacy may require preparation prior to migration or the
target application require further manual completion after the migration. Even though the
validation of the migration tooling is performed at the end, tests and intermediate meetings
to show the progress have to be scheduled in the base migration plan.
2.2. Migration application process
The process starts with the legacy system of a particular client. Its end state is the target
application. The development team (including analysts, architects, developers and testers)
is supported by the migration tooling built in the base migration process. The instantiation
consists of four phases, each of which comprehends one or more steps. A description is given
below (see Fig. 1 b):
Step 1: Pre-sale. The team takes advantage of the cartography, estimation and migration
tools to build a demo that shows the capabilities of the approach. Whilst the cartography
and estimation are performed on the entire legacy application, the migration is carried out on
a particular artifact often of low complexity to speed up the pre-sale. The process continues
if the client decides that the investment is worth it.
Step 2: Analysis. The team organizes meetings with the client where the latter transfers
their knowledge about the application functionalities. This knowledge serves to understand
if the migration tool requires any adaptation. The adaptation could be motivated by two
aspects: i) lack of information in the legacy that may hamper a straightforward migration;
or ii) requirements of small changes in the target architecture (for example, application lookand-feel and security mechanism). At this stage, it is important that the team informs the
client about the adaptation cost for her to decide if the project goes or does not go. If it
continues, the team defines an incremental plan of migration based on the client’s priorities.
Step 3: Global/detailed design. Most of design decisions were made in the base migration
process. As a consequence, at this stage, the remaining decisions aim at re-architecting the
application by using the configuration features provided by the development team. There
are decisions that are global; for example, restructuring of a menu to help users find the
options they are looking for. But also, there are fine-grained decisions; for instance, to introduce/delete/modify graphical components to display the information that actually matters
in the target application. Whilst global decisions are made before starting the transformation of any particular module, detailed decisions are made on the constituent elements of a
pre-established module.
Steps 4 and 5: Construction and Testing. The development team carries out these two
phases in an incremental manner following the migration plan. For each iteration, the team
chooses a set of functional modules, performs a detailed design, executes the transformation
from legacy to target, completes the code, deploys and tests. If errors are detected, the team
goes back either to the design step or to the manual migration step. Otherwise, the team
proceeds with the modules indicated in the plan until reaching the end.
7

3. Case study overview
Asesoftware1 is a Colombian software company with 250 developers. It has a longstanding experience in development and maintenance of OF systems for banking and insurance
sectors. Asesoftware and the Universidad de los Andes carried out the ”Forms migration”
project, which was partially funded by a grant from the Colombian government. The purpose of this grant was to contribute to the improvement of the communication between local
researchers and companies, in order to facilitate the development of new technologies, products and processes, which would in turn result in better competitiveness for the productive
sector.
The ”Forms Migration” project arose out of the need to provide a comprehensible and
usable solution to some reoccurring problems faced by Asesoftware in its migration projects.
This company offers services amongst which are the migration of Oracle Forms applications
to Java or .Net. In this particular context, the project’s main output was a semi-automated
migration process [7][8], which was leveraged by MDE technologies that are within the
domain of expertise of the involved researchers. Said process and supporting tools tackled
the following challenges: 1) decreasing the workload required to understand the structure of
Oracle Forms applications; 2) transforming Oracle Forms to Java or .Net; and 3) generating
unit tests. The transformation scope includes: 2.a) the graphical interface of the forms
(except the layout); 2.b) the generation of typical CRUD (Create/Read/Update/Delete)
operations for those forms.
To carry out the project We formed a joint team with ten people from Asesoftware
(including the executive director, a project manager, a senior software architect, a legacy
expert, and five junior developers) and four people from the University (i.e., three professors
and an engineer). In next paragraphs we describe how was the collaboration during the
base migration process and the application of the migration tooling to legacy of Asesoftware
clients.
In the base migration process the company performed the business analysis before contacting the University and they decided the source/target technologies based on their clients’
requests and market tendencies. The first six months of the project, the University members went through the learning curve of the legacy technology and were accompanied by
the Asesoftware legacy expert. The team defined what was worthwhile to be migrated to
target applications. For example, keyboard shortcuts to trigger functionality were determined to be skipped during the migration process since in the target technology (i.e., Web)
the functionality is mainly launched through the mouse. Based on this decision making,
the University team proposed an initial version of the architecture further refined by the
Asesoftware architect. After that, the team mocked the cartography views bearing in mind
the nature of the legacy (e.g., files naming convention, structure, dependencies, etc.) and the
University members built the cartography tool. All this collaboration promoted knowledge
transfer between Asesoftware and the University, so much so that Asesoftware members
were fully autonomous to develop the estimation tool by using MDE technologies. In the
1
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last six months of the project, the University members together with an Asesoftware junior
programmer developed the migration tool. The end of the base migration process, i.e., the
pilot, was mainly leaded by Asesoftware. The University members (in particular the engineer) basically contributed in bug fixing and training of the subjects who participated in
said pilot.
The application of the migration tooling within clients was also mainly leaded by Asesoftware. The University members were basically consulted about adjustments in the process.
Previous paragraphs describe the experience during the financed project. After that, we
carried out one academic project with Asesoftware employees who were enrolled in the Software Engineering master of the University. This project allowed us to tackle the challenge
of PL/SQL migration which was skipped in the first work.
Based on a long experience of over 20 years in the maintenance of Oracle Forms applications, Asesoftware engineers estimate that the effort invested in these tasks is about 36% of
the total project effort, that is why PL/SQL migration was the next step to tackle during
the collaboration. As a technical contribution, Section 5 presents an approach to decrease
the effort of discovery and smooth the transformation by embedding the original PL/SQL
in strategical locations of the target code. With this solution, developers avoid switching
between legacy/target IDEs and focus on the PL/SQL code migration.
4. Base migration process for case study
The base migration process for the Oracle Forms case study took one year. We finished
the process on time although at one point in time we were behind the initially agreed
schedule in the steps referred to as ”understand legacy” and ”build cartography tool” in
Fig. 1a, for two reasons: i) limited availability of legacy experts; and ii) long learning curve
of the framework (i.e., Sirius2 ) on top of which the views are built.
Fig. 2 presents the overall tooling produced in the base migration process. Note that
the figure highlights the models, operations and outputs of each tool, i.e., cartography tool,
estimation tool, and migration tool which are connected to steps 6, 7, and 8 of the base
migration process illustrated in Fig. 1a. The most relevant models in the tooling are: i)
Legacy model ; ii) Intermediate model ; and iii) Code pattern model. The legacy model has a
one-to-one correspondence with the code. The intermediate model is a Platform-Independent
representation (PIM) of the application. The code pattern model collects all the application
triggers and categorizes them into the typologies of patterns of a catalog (if possible).
It is worth noting that we devoted considerable amount of time to the intermediate
Remodel design. We discussed whether or not using an existing PIM. For example, the Knowl- mark 1
edge Discovery Metamodel (KDM) is a standard PIM to represent and manage knowledge
throughout all the modernization stages. We used this PIM in previous research [10] and in
the context of an MDE course for master students. We have observed two disadvantages: i)
it is tough for developers to appropriate the KDM concepts because the metamodel is quite
large; ii) some concepts are too abstract, leading developers to different comprehension and
2
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application of those concepts, creating confusion in the team. For example, they tend to map
the same legacy concept to different KDM concepts that look similar at first glance. We are
aware of the importance of standardization. However, given our interest in smoothing the
appropriation of the intermediate model among practitioners (i.e., a better learning curve),
who are not necessarily MDE experts, we designed an Ad-hoc PIM that has less concepts
than KDM and focuses on the domain of 4GL technologies.
Returning to the tooling description (see Fig. 2), it has the following elements:
• A parser written in Java creates the legacy model from the code.
• An Xtext parser creates an abstract syntax model (ASM) from the PL/SQL code.
• A model-to-text (m2t) transformation generates a cost estimation spreadsheet from
the legacy model.
• An editor, that works on top of the legacy model, graphically displays the legacy
structural parts and their relationships.
• A model-to-model (m2m) transformation generates the code pattern model from the
ASM.
• An m2m transformation generates the intermediate model from the legacy model.
• An editor, that works on top of the code patterns model, shows the application triggers
and allows developers to decide which triggers have to be migrated and skipped.
• An editor shows the elements of the intermediate model and allows developers to make
configurations.
• An m2m transformation merges the new version of the intermediate (the one resulting
from developers’ decision making) and code patterns models.
• An m2t transformation generates the target application for the developers to manually
migrate the PL/SQL code (taking into account the comments injected by the tooling)
and executes the tests.
Note that the tooling follows the three stages of model-based reengineering: reverse
engineering, restructuring, and forward engineering. The reverse engineering stage covers the
injection of source code into the legacy and code pattern models. In turn, the restructuring
stage covers the decisions that developers can make on top of the intermediate and code
patterns models. Finally, the forward engineering stage takes these models as input and
produces the target code.
In this section, we briefly present how each step of the process was carried out for the case
study. We spell out implementation details in the steps where tooling is used. Next section
gives an in-depth description of the technical novelties introduced in this paper, which are
linked to the base migration process steps referred to as 6 and 8 in Fig. 1a.
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Figure 2. Models, operations and outputs of the tools developed in steps 6-8 of the base migration
process
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4.1. Step 1: Understand legacy
Oracle Forms appeared towards the end of the 1980s as a programming language and
development tool for creating desktop applications that interact with Oracle databases.
Oracle Forms provides a rapid application development environment plus a runtime engine
that allow programmers to create database-centric functionality, thus minimizing the need
for programming common operations such as transaction management and coding of CRUD
operations.
Oracle Forms also allows developers to include PL/SQL code in the applications in
order to enrich its functionality beyond CRUD standard logic. PL/SQL is a procedural
programming language and a proprietary development by Oracle. The PL/SQL code can
be executed by the database management system (in the way of database triggers or stored
procedures) or directly by the Oracle Forms environment (as code excerpts embedded in the
Form trigger events). Our proposal focuses on the PL/SQL embedded in those forms.

Figure 3. Simplified version of the Oracle Forms architecture. Taken from Garcés et al. [9].

Figure 3 illustrates the main concepts of Oracle Forms applications and a description of
such concepts follows:
• Form: A form is a set of interface objects (check box, lists, grids,...) grouped in blocks
plus code excerpts.
• Blocks: Represent logical containers for grouping related items into a function unit to
store, display and manipulate records of database tables. Typically, programmers configure blocks depending on the number of tables from which they want to manipulate
the form (one block per table accessed in the form). For instance, the way to display
a single database table in a form is to create a block as a master form. To display two
tables that share a master-detail relationship (i.e., ”One to Many” relationship) you
12

would configure and link two blocks. As expected, then, Oracle Forms would guarantee that the detail block will display only records that are associated with the current
record in the master block. This results in a master/detail form.
• Item: User interface element that represents a field/column, and allows the user to
display and modify its value. Oracle Forms offers several types of items: Text, Check
Box, Radio Groups, and List, among others. Some items have a PL/SQL logic that
“looks up” data when the application runs. Item might be referred to as Field in the
remaining of the paper.
• Forms Triggers: Developers can define adhoc application logic as part of the form,
block and item definitions by adding Form triggers, which are routines of PL/SQL code
fired in response to user actions, validations and record management events. Examples
of triggers are: When-Checkbox-Changed, When-Validate-Record, and When-RemoveRecord. The code of a Forms trigger is different than that of a database trigger. In this
paper, we use the term Trigger to refer to the former. We show an example in Listing 1.
This code ensures the consistency of a foreign key constraint in a Master/Detail form,
avoiding orphaned detail records when a user is trying to delete a master record. A
query over the BRANCH table (this is the detail table in a master-detail relationship)
is declared (line 4), filtered by COMP CODE. If the query retrieves at least one record,
an exception is fired and the operation is aborted (lines 10 to 14).
Snippet 1. Delete validation on Master-Detail relationships
1
2
3
4

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

declare
cursor primary_cur is
select ’x ’
from BRANCH where COMP_CODE = : BLK_COMPANY . CODE ;
primary_dummy char (1) ;
begin
open primary_cur ;
fetch primary_cur into primary_dummy ;
if ( primary_cur % found ) then
message ( ’ Cannot delete master record ’) ;
close primary_cur ;
raise f o r m _ t r i g g e r _ f a i l u r e ;
end if ;
close primary_cur ;
end ;

4.2. Steps 2-4: Understand target technology, Define architecture and Build experiment
Asesoftware decided on a multi-tiered architecture for the ”Forms Modernization” project
by taking into account local market needs. The migration takes Oracle Forms code as input
and generates a target application that implements this architecture in Java or .Net. The
aforementioned multi-tiered architecture and its corresponding technologies is detailed in
[8].
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The team from the university built a prototype satisfying the aforementioned architecture. The prototype underwent functional testing. Testers suggested to change the target UI
look-and-feel to bear a high degree of likeness to the legacy; for example, keeping master and
detail records in the same screen. This was necessary to ensure that final users’ experience
was affected as little as possible.
4.3. Step 5: Define migration strategy
With respect to the kind of migration we decided to perform source code translation. The
reason for this was that Asesoftware wanted to reduce vendor lock-in as much as possible.
Connected to the kind of migration, we decided between Black-Box and White-Box
migration styles. Black-Box approaches generate applications that conform to a default
architecture instead of letting the user decide about some aspects. As a result, users can
only specify and implement their decisions over the generated code. In addition, means to
see the transformation progress are uncommon in most of the related work. To tackle these
limitations, we have contributed a White-Box approach with different models and editors
that allow developers to make decisions at model level (without a mandatory knowledge of
the legacy) in the early steps of the translation and see the project progress.
Furthermore, We decided which aspects of the legacy to migrate and which ones to leave
out. We tried to find a balance between adding value to the company and finishing on time.
Actually, we were accountable to the Colombian government and had to comply with a strict
schedule.
First, we focused on the UI and logic layers leaving out the database. In the business
analysis step, Asesoftware’s clients (mostly from the financial and the insurance sectors)
claimed to want to minimize the risk of leaking or tampering database information.
Second, we automated the migrations of master and master/detail forms because of their
widespread use in enterprise applications. Third, we decided to generate the corresponding
graphical elements of a given form but leaving its layout out of the scope. Second and third
decisions brought kind of architectural debt that the team had to pay during the migration
project within a particular Asesoftware’s client.
With respect to the third decision, the team had to devote a considerable amount of the
time to implement an algorithm to discover the concrete legacy layout. The rationale was
that Asesoftware’s clients wanted to reduce as much as possible the time that final users
spend exploring and learning the new user interface. This fact reaffirms the importance
of the ”pre-sale” and ”analysis” steps where the migration team has to identify if the tool
requires any adaptation given the client’s particular needs.
We concluded that the automation of the PL/SQL translation has a high effort that
would not be worthwhile due to the variety of patterns that one can find across applications
developed by different teams. That is why we decided that the actual transformation of
PL/SQL code to the target language is the responsibility of the developer.
In this sense, we proposed a middle-ground solution to support developers in this task
independently of the patterns used. The support is in two senses: i) developers can select
which PL/SQL blocks to migrate on top of a view that harvests and categorizes this code; ii)
14

the blocks selected by the developers are embedded into appropriate locations of the target
application as commented code, thus avoiding switching between the legacy and target IDEs.
4.4. Step 6: Develop cartography views
At this step it is important to determine whether to use standard or domain specific
views. The second option is suggested over the first one in cases where the reverse engineering task includes experts/users for which a customized graphical notation results in
straightforward comprehension and communication. However, the second option implies
a higher development effort when compared with the first one: while the first option can
reuse existing viewers, the second option often requires the construction of viewers from
scratch. The most disseminated standard notation among the articles [22][23][24][25] is the
Unified Modeling Language (UML). Another popular standard notation is the graph theory,
where nodes and edges are generic enough to represent any kind of software element and
relationship between elements [26].
We decided to build domain specific views taking into account the aforementioned rationale. Another reason was that OF application code is not as structured as object-oriented
one. Clients basically provide a folder that contains forms on the root, with no subfolders
nor documentation. Each form has a name that is the concatenation of a prefix and a 5-digit
number. In addition, the Oracle forms IDE only shows one form at a time, so that there is
no a notion of a forms container.
Thus, the proposed views are part of the cartography tool and allow the migration team
to get insights about the legacy. There are two categories of views at this stage: i) structural
views of legacy; and ii) PL/SQL view.
4.4.1. Structural views of legacy
These views allow the development team to understand the structural organization of
the legacy; that is, i) subsystems; ii) what elements constitute these subsystems (e.g., forms,
database tables); iii) and the relationships between these elements. We designed three views
for the case study: i) Functional modules view; ii) Forms and tables view; and iii) Forms call
dependency view. As shown in Fig. 2, these views are built on top of the legacy model. A
Java parser receives the legacy application as a set of Oracle Forms files (.fmb) and produces
the legacy model. Readers interested in further technical details about the view generation
can review our previous work [7].
Figure 4 illustrates the functional modules view. An orange circle represents a Module.
The circle label is the module name, which can be changed by the user for a more meaningful
name. The circle size is proportional to the number of form elements contained in the
module. In this concrete example, there are no relationships between modules; that is why
arrows do not appear.
It is worth mentioning that the Functional modules view is useful for planning because
it shows how a legacy system is organized in terms of modules or subsystems and what the
relationships between the modules of a system are. Knowing the modules helps engineers to
plan the order in which the parts of a system will be modernized. Furthermore, engineers
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Figure 4. Legacy modules view [7]

(b) Master/detail relationship
(a) Single table relationship

(c) Call relationship

Figure 5. Excerpt of the Forms and tables view [7]

can use the relationships as indications about potential impact on forms belonging to other
modules, as a consequence of migrating a given form.
Fig. 5 illustrates the Forms and Tables view. The Forms and Tables view shows the
different kinds of relationships between Oracle Forms elements: between forms and tables
(e.g., simple and master/detail relations) and between forms (e.g., call relation).
The relationships between forms and tables are important because they suggest to engineers how database tables feed UI elements and are operated in embedded PL/SQL code.
During step 6 we discussed how to favor the reuse of such visualizations. If the development team wants to recycle views for different source/target technologies, then they need to
specify the views on top of a unique PIM. However, it is possible that some views could not
be specified because the PIM lacks source/target information. Indeed, the generalization of
concepts from different domains in a unique PIM likely mean sacrificing particularities of
such domains.
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We actually experienced this in the project. The editors available on top of the intermediate and code patterns models allow developers to make decisions on the target architecture.
These views are reusable among different source/target technologies. However, we implemented the structural views on top of the legacy model because the latter has syntactic
sugar (e.g., the type of relationships established between Forms elements) that is missed in
the PIM.
4.4.2. PL/SQL view
This view allows the legacy expert to plan which triggers are worth migrating to the
target application. The expert displays and navigates the Code Pattern Model by using the
view. The purpose is to mark each trigger either with the label ”to migrate” or ”to skip”.
Based on this, the generation step either embeds or does not embed the source PL/SQL
code in the target code for the developer to manually transform it.
The team evaluated two alternatives for the model on top of which this view was built.
Because the legacy code embeds in the same place both structural elements and the PL/SQL
blocks devoted to the interaction with those elements, one alternative would have been to
represent both concerns in the intermediate model.
Instead, we decided to follow an alternative path in which these two concerns are represented in separated models, i.e., the intermediate model and the code pattern model,
respectively. The rationale was to reuse the code pattern model independently of the particular legacy technology. Whilst the structural elements among different legacy technologies
may have few variations, the use of PL/SQL to enrich functionality beyond CRUD standard
logic is standard among different 4GL technologies.
Figure 6 shows how the view looks like. Note that triggers appear classified by category.
The expert can see the source PL/SQL code by clicking on each occurrence. A given trigger
can appear classified in more than one typology. The reason for this is that such a trigger
may consist of several blocks, each of them matching a different pattern. Section 5.1 specifies
the catalog of code patterns that have been extracted from PL/SQL code. Section 5 explains
the technical details of the Code Pattern Model production.
4.5. Step 7: Develop estimation tool
Prior to developing the tool, we had to decide what estimation strategy will underlay
the tool. Asesoftware chose Function Points (FP) as a means to measure the size of legacy
systems and used it to estimate the migration development effort. The company decided
to base the migration size estimation on FP because: i) they have been using the method
during a substantial period (more than 20 years) and a large project base; and ii) they have
managed to recollect historical metrics of the projects effort based on function points as
unit-of-work.
After decision making, we implemented the estimation tool consisting of a transformation
and an Excel template. The transformation navigates the legacy model and produces csv files
whose rows represent the form elements and its corresponding function points. In turn, the
total number of FPs and the effort is calculated by the template from the csv files. Finally,
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Figure 6. Screenshot of the view of categorized triggers

an expert reviews and cleans the data to eliminate items that might (under/over)charge the
estimation. The details of this step are out of the scope of the paper.
4.6. Step 8: Develop migration tool
The migration tool takes as input the Code Pattern Model produced in the cartography,
merges such a model with the intermediate model, and generates the target code (including
CRUD functionality, User Interface, and commented PL/SQL). In the last step, developers
manually migrate the PL/SQL code. Our approach smooths the migration since developers
do not waste time figuring out, from the target code, whether an excerpt has to be translated.
Instead, the decision has been already made by the legacy expert at design level via the Code
Pattern Model and the PL/SQL view.
We implemented the migration tool as a model transformation chain consisting of two
model-to-model (m2m) transformations and a model-to-text (m2t) transformation (see Fig. 2).
One of the m2m transformations translates from legacy to intermediate model and the other
merges the code pattern elements with affected intermediate model elements. The m2t transformation needs this association to know where each code excerpt needs to be executed. The
association is represented through a relation between the ”Code Pattern” and ”Event” concepts in Figure 8. This step is straightforward since the intermediate model keeps track of
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the name of triggers linked to user interface components therefore, during the merge we just
need to join both models and merge the triggers with their patterns by name matching.
Prior to migration, developers can make decisions on the target architecture by using
an editor that displays the intermediate model. Below, we present this editor’s main functionalities and spell out how they support the configuration of the target. For illustration
purposes, we include some screenshots (see Figures 7a and 7b) that show how the intermediate model is displayed by the editor.

(b) Migration project progress view.
(a) Menu structure and screen classification.

Figure 7. Functionalities of the Intermediate Metamodel Editor [9]

4.6.1. Menu structure definition
If the legacy application owns .mmb files, then the editor displays its menu items. For
example, as shown in Figure 7a, the application menu items are: ZONAS, CUENTAS, etc.
In the absence of .mmb files, this section is going to appear empty, in which case, the
developer can create menu items and associate screens to them from scratch. In any case,
the developer can restructure the menu by using drag and drop tools. This functionality
targets usability.
4.6.2. Screen classification
In the second step, an algorithm assigns an initial migration status to each screen according to the information present in the intermediate model. Based on this information,
the editor is able to classify the screens into five categories that allow the developer to
easily figure out the screens that are included in a given configuration/validity status (see
Figure 7a): 1) Configuration pending screens: lists the screens that lack a basic configuration, that is, name, primary/foreign keys for associated entities, and roles. 2) Unassigned
to menu screens: groups the screens that are not associated to any menu item. It is important to warn the developer about this fact because, otherwise, the final user would not
be able to reach the functionalities of these screens from the modern graphical interface.
3) Ready screens: presents the screens whose basic configuration is ready. 4) Deprecated
screens: groups the screens marked as deprecated by the developer. These screens will not
be transformed. 5) Invalid screens: lists the screens that are out of the modernization scope,
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that is, the screens that are not master or master/detail. The second and fourth categories
point to maintainability. The third category targets the project progress concern. Finally,
the fifth category enforces compliance to the modernization scope.
4.6.3. Application configuration status view
The developer has access to this view from the root element of the editor. The view (see
Figure 7b) summarizes the configuration progress of the application screens, the number of
screens in the status ready, configuration pending, deprecated, and invalid. Therefore, this
view targets the project progress concern. To obtain the percentage, we divide the number
of ready screens with the result of subtracting the number of deprecated screens from the
total number of screens.
4.7. Step 9: Carry out a pilot study
We carried out a pilot study whose main purpose was to compare the productivity of
developers who manually transformed legacy with that of developers who used SMoT.
The subjects were 4 developers from Asesoftware. These developers were divided into
2 teams, namely “Manual Team” and “SMoT Team”. The sample comprised 4 men, of
whom 50% were Senior Java developers (at least 5 years of professional experience) and 50%
Junior Java developers (between 0-2 years of professional experience). Each team comprised
1 senior and 1 junior developer. By the time the experiment took place, the subjects from
both teams received training in the relevant technologies. Such a training consisted of 8
hours of training in Oracle Forms, 4 hours in the target architecture and 14 hours in the
white-box method. Two forms of different complexity were transformed by each team.
Developers were scheduled to work on these two forms during three weeks. We strictly
defined that both teams had to keep the target architecture. This way, it was possible to
standardize to a certain point the target code that had to be developed and facilitate its
measurement. In order to convert the forms, the Manual Team followed Asesoftware’s initial
method, which consisted of a code-centric transformation from scratch. The other team, in
turn, followed the white-box transformation process assisted by SMoT. In a time tracking
tool, both teams reported the effort of carrying out each method. In addition, defects were
identified through functional tests.
The pilot showed that developers are significantly more productive (approximately 40%)
and the quality of the new code is significantly higher (environ 61%) when using SMoT than
when using the manual migration approach. See [9] for further details on the pilot.
5. Discovery of PL/SQL Patterns Occurrences
The PL/SQL view displays the Code Pattern Model as a part of the cartography tool
(step 6 of the ”base migration process”). This section presents an approach that identifies
PL/SQL code across the legacy and classify it in categories –that appear in the aforementioned view– for developers to decide whether it is worth translating the code or skip it
(for example, for obsolescence reasons). In case developers decide towards the translation
option, the approach embeds the original PL/SQL in strategical locations of the target code
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for programmers to manually migrate the code. The benefit of this proposal is to decrease
the effort of identifying and classifying PL/SQL code scattered in different places of the
legacy. This section consists of two parts: the first part presents the definition of the code
patterns categories, and the second part elaborates on the technical details of the PL/SQL
code discovery algorithm which is built on top of the Code Patterns Model.
5.1. Definition of a Code Patterns Catalog
A code pattern is a set of statements that frequently appear together in the code and that
implement a specific business logic validation or functionality. For instance, in master/detail
forms, the code that prevents orphaned records is common. In this section, we present the
categories and patterns of the catalog and describe how such a catalog was built.
5.1.1. Categories and patterns
Patterns are classified into the following four categories: 1) Field validation: ensures that
the application receives correct and useful data; 2) Field population: derives new information
from user inputs; 3) Model constraints: enforces entity integrity constraints, such as foreign
keys and unique keys; and 4) Miscellaneous.
This classification was influenced by the strategy followed to build the catalog. Firstly,
we manually identified common patterns in a dataset of applications provided by Asesoftware. After that, we relied on experts opinion to improve the patterns list. Finally, for
the sake of alignment, we compared our patterns with the classification that the same Oracle Forms community gives to the triggers (e.g., WHEN VALIDATE; ON POPULATE and
ON CHECK).
Each pattern is described by means of a template with the following items: abbreviation,
name, purpose, pseudocode (i.e., the pattern specification), and parameters (the parts of a
pattern that are dynamic). Note that some patterns can be grouped in families of closely
related syntactic variations that express the same functionality; e.g., a SELECT-INTO or
FETCH statement could be used to retrieve records from the database without changing
the code semantics. For illustration purposes, the pattern that describes the code given in
Listing 1 is presented below. Remaining patterns are in Table 6.
DEL VAL, Delete validation in Master-Detail relationship
Purpose: To validate if there is any detail record when the user is trying to delete a master
record 3 .
Pseudocode:
CURSOR_DEC LA RA TI ON cursor as
SELECT ’X ’
FROM tableName
WHERE col1 = fieldA
AND col2 = fieldB
3

We used a cursor in this pattern on purpose to show a pattern using this construct instead of the direct
SQL sentences shown in similar patterns before. All these patterns can be found in both variations.
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AND ....
FETCH_RECORD cursor INTO localVar
IF recordFound
SHOW_MESSAGE ( msg )
RAISE_ERROR

Parameters:
- fieldA, fieldB, ...: The primary key of a master record.
- tableName: Detail table.
- col1, col2, ...: Foreign key of detail table.
5.1.2. Building the Pattern Catalog
We carried out the following process in order to build the patterns catalog:
1. Manual review of 72 triggers out of 11880 instances found in three different large reallife applications. These triggers were randomly selected by using the Excel function.
We checked that the sample included a number of instances that falls in categories
well-known by the Oracle Forms community. It is worth noting that some instances
were out of these pre-existing categories and motivated us to include new taxonomies
that reflect particular code conventions.
2. Documentation of each trigger, including: form name, GUI object that triggers the
event, event type, and description of the intended functionality.
3. Grouping of triggers according to intended functionality.
4. Selection of the candidate groups to become code patterns.
5. Evaluation of candidates by Asesoftware experts.
The remaining paragraphs describe the evaluation in detail since it was the step that
allowed us to improve the classification.
We asked four Oracle Forms experts from Asesoftware —two with professional experience
that ranges from 5 to 10 years and two with more than 10 years experience, and none of them
co-authors of this paper— to validate the correctness of the identified pattern occurrences.
We scheduled a four-hour meeting to accomplish this task.
Due to time constraints, and based on an estimated effort of 10 minutes to validate the
correctness of a given occurrence, we randomly chose 72 of the pattern occurrences discovered in the studied applications, ensuring that every pattern was present in the sample.
Then, we distributed this sample among the four experts. Finally, we prepared the following evaluation instruments: 1) a file that consolidated the PL/SQL code of the selected
occurrences; and 2) a spreadsheet that classified each occurrence into a pattern type and
described the code pattern model elements created from the PL/SQL code. Each pattern
occurrence was reviewed by only one expert, however, each pattern type was reviewed by
two or more analysts.
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Remark 2

During the review session the experts answered the following questions for each pattern
occurrence: 1) Is the PL/SQL code properly matched against the pattern?; 2) Is the data
collected in the code pattern model elements sufficient enough to reproduce the functionality
in the target technology?; and 3) Do you have any comments or suggestions? Table 1 shows
the findings reported by the team of experts at the end of the session, which helped us
improve the classification. The table has two columns: the first one reports the findings
and the second column classifies the findings in two categories (either wrong matching or
improvement suggestion).
Table 1. Findings report

Findings

Type

Sentences like ”SELECT function INTO:var
FROM DUAL” are basic assignments so that the
pattern is ”Populate a form variable with a functions return value” instead of ”Populate a form
variable from SELECT statement”.
The ”Logging” pattern must take the context into
account, because not every ”INSERT INTO” sentence aims at recording user or application events.
The pattern TEX MSG (text message management) must take the context into account, since
a message could be used to disable transactions
(e.g., an insert or an update).
The pattern CMP VAL (Greater/Less vali-dation)
ignored the guard expression in the ”ELSIF” statement.
The pattern RNG VAL (numerical range validation) ignored the guard expression in the ”ELSE”
statement.

Wrong matching

Wrong matching

Wrong matching

Improvement
Suggestion
Improvement
Suggestion

5.2. Discovery of PL/SQL Patterns Occurrences
5.2.1. Parsing PL/SQL statements embedded into OF triggers
First of all, we defined a grammar that builds an Abstract Syntax Model (ASM) from
PL/SQL code. The grammar conforms to ”The Database PL/SQL Language Reference”[27],
including variables and constants declarations, data types, control statements, SQL statements, error handling, cursors, blocks, and comments. From this grammar, XText[28],
which is a framework for developing Domain-Specific Languages(DSL), was used to generate a parser and a specific PL/SQL ASM metamodel (after some tweaks to optimize the
result).
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5.2.2. Identifying code patterns
A transformation takes the ASM and converts it into a Code Pattern model containing
the information about all matched patterns in the legacy application.
Code Pattern concepts. A simple metamodel to collect the relevant information for each
detected code pattern is shown in the upper part of Figure 8) with gray background. The
Figure also shows how these concepts are related to the intermediate metamodel, which is
introduced in [9]. Note that we do not keep the source code itself but only the relevant pieces
of information that, together with the type of pattern identified, suffice to understand the
goal of that code excerpt. Main elements of this metamodel are:

Figure 8. Code Pattern and Intermediate Metamodels.

• Code Pattern is the central class ended to access to all relevant data (e.g., the matched
elements) and storing the patternType attribute. The m2m transformation –that
merges the intermediate model and the code pattern model– takes advantage of this
concept to relate PL/SQL elements and legacy structural elements (i.e., Events, Fields,
Data Definition, Data Containers and Screens).
• Statement represents the key instructions of the trigger code; e.g., to invoke database
procedures or data manipulation operations, such as aggregation and filtering.
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• DBObject represents a database object referenced from a Statement.
• Value Expression specifies a simple operation that involves arithmetic or logical operators.
• Variable represents the value stored by a Display Field which has been retrieved or
modified by the trigger code.
• Function represents a function applied to a Variable, such as “convert to upper case”
or “round”.
• Exception Action represents the action taken when a specific condition occurs. In most
cases, the action breaks out the execution flow and displays a message to the user.
5.2.3. Matching algorithm
In this step, we apply an algorithm that matches the catalogue of patterns against the
ASM. The algorithm consists of a set of matching operations, where each operation aims to
identify instances of a single pattern. This facilitates the addition of new patterns to the
discovery process. Each trigger can match zero, one, or many patterns (e.g., the first lines
of a complex trigger can match a pattern while additional lines can match a different one)
but patterns do not overlap so there is no need to execute the discovery operations in any
particular order.
As an example, listing 2 shows the discovery operation patternDelValFetch corresponding
to the DEL VAL pattern. Given the ASM of a trigger, the operation enriches the contextual
Event if the three following fragments of code are found in the trigger: 1) a fetch statement
which retrieves a Forms variable that refers to an item of the user interface (lines 5 to 7);
2) a cursor declaration which is used in the fetch instruction and has a filter on the Forms
variable (line 9); and 3) a segment of code that displays an error if the fetch statement
has returned a record (line 10). Again, this operation covers one of the syntactic variations
of the pattern. When necessary, more than one discovery operation per pattern has been
developed. Due to each operation takes as input the ASM of a trigger it is possible to reach
any parameter required in the matching operation.
Snippet 2. Discovery function for the DEL VAL pattern
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

operation Event pa tt er nD el Va lF et ch ( trg : Trigger ) {
var query : Statement ;
var pattern : CodePattern ;
var exception : ExceptionAction ;
for ( fetch in allStmts ( trg , FetchStatement ) . select
( f | f . variables . size () = 1
and f . c ontain sForms Vars () ) )
{
query = ex is ts Si mp le Cu rs or ( trg , fetch ) ;
exception = e x i s t s E x c e p t i o n A c t i o n ( trg , fetch ) ;
if ( query . isDefined () and exception . isDefined () ) {
pattern . statements . add ( query ) ;
pattern . dbobjects . add ( query . getTable () ) ;
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pattern . exceptions . add ( exception ) ;
pattern . category = PatternCategory # DEL_VAL ;
self . patterns . add ( pattern ) ;

14
15
16

}

17

}

18
19

}

Figure 9 shows the code pattern elements created as a result of matching the trigger
element against the patternDelValFetch operation. Note that the function classified the
trigger as an occurrence of the DEL VAL pattern.

Figure 9. The Code Pattern Model for the trigger example

The algorithm has been implemented as a combination of imperative Java code with
declarative model-to-model transformations.
6. Applying the migration process to case study
As aforementioned, the University team worked in collaboration with Asesoftware (the
industrial partner) to carry out the ”base migration process” (see Fig. 1 a) for OF applications. After that, Asesoftware applied the migration approach and tooling to three Latin
American companies in the sectors of banking and insurance, thus instantiating the second
process (see Fig.1 b). Asesoftware reached the step of ”pre-sale” in two of these companies
and fully executed the process in the third. We observed that new migration projects might
motivate changes in the tooling produced in the base migration process.
Table 2. Components prone to changes.

Tooling components

Underwent changes?

Parsing and post-processing
M2M Transformation legacy model 2 intermediate model
M2T Transformation intermediate model 2 code
Estimation tool
Cartography Tool

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
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Table 2 shows whether tooling components required adaptations or not. On one hand, the
cartography tool and M2M transformation were kept as-is. The proposed views satisfied the
comprehension needs. In addition, the intermediate model had all the necessary abstractions
to guarantee the code generation as expected; as a result, there was no need for modifying
the M2M transformation. On the other hand, we carried out the following developments:
• We developed new parsers to interpret different Oracle Forms versions (i.e., 6i, 9i, 10i,
11i). The variations among them are related to the internal representation of items;
therefore, we had to guarantee that items (regardless of the version) were homogeneously represented in the legacy model in order to avoid negative impact in the M2M
transformation.
• We implemented post-processing routines that enriched the legacy model with information coming from additional sources (e.g., database scheme). The reason was that
certain data access information —needed in the modern application— was missing at
the application level and, thus, at the legacy model. For example, primary keys can
be optional in Oracle Forms (instead of using unique indexes) but mandatory in JPA.
In that case, our post-processing routine extracted this information from the scheme
and injected it in the legacy model.
• We developed new M2T transformations to generate code in the technology required
by clients. Clients mainly highlighted the need for supporting diverse UX technologies
(i.e., Java Primefaces, .Net).
From this experience, we concluded that parsers, post-processing routines, and M2T
transformations are the components most prone to adaptations when a new project comes
up. For the sake of maintainability, the MDE expert should provide with extension points
to facilitate the connection and switching of these components.
In the remaining parts of this section, we focus on the process application because it
shows the benefits of the tooling built in the base migration process. To this end, we chose
a client where the process was fully instantiated: a Bank that needed to migrate distraint
software. We took advantage of this project to: i) have a case of success that serves as
a reference when commercializing the service; in this case Asesoftware negotiated charging
the Bank for only a small percentage of the actual migration cost in exchange for using the
project as a business case; ii) shed some light on developer productivity when using our
process: Asesoftware needs this information to define how to monetize the modernization
service; and iii) evaluate tooling functionality.
6.1. General description of the Bank project
We applied the approach in the Bank project where the purpose was the migration of a
Seized Asset Management System comprised of 32 forms, 116 blocks, 1929 items and 1647
triggers.
This project was a win-win for both parts: the Bank and Asesoftware. The Bank was so
satisfied with the process and the product that it launched a bidding process to hire services
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for modernizing other legacy systems. In turn, Asesoftware built its first case of success
from this experience and opened doors to new contracts with the Bank.
Asesoftware formed a team of seven people to carry out the project: a software architect,
an Oracle Forms senior developer, an MDE expert, and four system analysts that had
experience in the target technology but were not Oracle Forms experts. The first three
people already knew the relevant technologies and tools. In contrast, the analysts were
novices in the context of migration. Therefore, they received a training in Oracle Forms, in
the target architecture, and in our migration process.
6.2. Results and Discussion
This section is divided in two parts. First, we highlight the savings obtained in each
step of the migration application process for the Bank project. After that, we present the
economy resulting from the PL/SQL pattern matching algorithm and its associated view.
We discuss the results at the end of each part for the sake of concluding one aspect at a
time.
6.2.1. Productivity in the migration application process
The team invested 4245 hours in the migration of the legacy. Table 3 shows time savings
in each step of the process. An overall comment from the development team was that the
tooling helped the collaborators to increase their productivity and smoothed their work
when compared with the manual previous process.
Table 3. Time savings for each process step.

Process Step

Time Savings

Pre-sale
Analysis
Design
Construction
Testing
Overall

80%
42.65%
78.8%
16.5%
43.45%
31%

The steps with the highest time savings were ”pre-sale” and ”design” (80% and 78,8%,
respectively). In ”pre-sale”, the effort decreased from 40 to 8 hours. This time is devoted
to executing the cartography and estimation tools and building an executive presentation
including the results. In ”design”, the gains were high because most of the architecture
decisions where made in the base migration process. As mentioned in section 2.2, the
decisions made at this step aim at re-architecting the application by using the configuration
features provided by the development team.
In ”analysis”, time savings were of 42,65%. The main reason was that the MDE expert
needed to develop and plug new operations to the matching algorithm in order to produce
a Code Pattern Model as purged as possible.
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In ”testing”, time savings were of 43,45% because the current tooling generates only unit
tests for the business layer. Instead, the team manually performed functional tests.
The step with the least time savings was ”construction” (16,5%) this is due to: i) the
application had 3 forms that did not fall in our initial typology of programs susceptible to
migration (i.e., forms with either a master table or two tables associated via a master/detail
relationship); instead, they were complex forms, each of them, with multiple tables. The
team had to manually migrate these forms; and ii) the client required a UI design that was
different from the default one; as a consequence, new model-to-text transformations were
developed to generate Web pages satisfying such a design.
Table 4 compares the effort, cost, and schedule of the manual method with those of
the SMoT method. In addition, the table shows the savings in these three dimensions.
It is clear that some values (e.g., those of the ”construction” step) introduce noise to the
savings. However, these results gave Asesoftware an initial idea about the margin of discount
(applicable over the estimation effort) that they may offer to potential clients. This saving
complemented by all the features of our white-box modernization approach may give a
competitive advantage over companies offering similar services. Asesoftware plans to adjust
saving rates as more projects are carried out.
The effort to build the tooling was around 5000 hrs. We excluded the hours of MDE
training in this count because the development team was enrolled in a master course about
MDE before the ”Base migration process” got started. Therefore, if we add to 5000 hrs the
effort invested in the ”instantiation process (i.e., 4245 hours), we arrive to a total effort that
almost doubles that of the manual migration (i.e., 5126). The ”Base migration process”
requires an upfront investment because it is necessary to develop the MDE infrastructure
required in the re-engineering, restructuring, and forward stages. But this will be beneficial
for the company because:
• The quality of the new code is significantly higher when following the white-box transformation than when applying the manual migration (environ 61 %) [9].
• The cost of migrating by hand is mainly influenced by the size of the legacy. On the
MDE alternative, the size of the legacy only impacts some steps in/of the ”instantiation
process”. On the one hand, the cartography, estimation, and actual translation from
legacy to target are not impacted by the size of the legacy, e.g., in our case study,
it took less than one hour because the output was directly obtained from the legacy
and intermediate models, without human intervention. On the other hand, the time
devoted to the steps of analysis, design, code completion, and testing depends on the
number of forms and their complexity. The higher the number of forms and their
complexity, the higher the time that developers have to devote to navigate the views,
make decisions on top of them, or implement the remaining code (i.e., the one not
generated automatically by the tool, e.g., PL/SQL code). However, this time is less
compared with that of the manual approach. As an example, we experimented with a
low complexity (i.e., less than then UI items) and a high complexity (i.e., more than
20 UI items) forms. The times required to migrate the forms are: 31.4 and 82.4 hours,
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respectively, with the manual migration, and 18.1 hrs and 41.5, respectively, using the
white-box approach.
• Asesoftware’s team has carried out the steps of cartography and estimation in three
different projects and reported a significant reduction on effort investment. Here, we
evidenced that MDE techniques pay-off the upfront cost when gradually used along
different projects ([29]).
Table 4. SMoT migration savings over manual migration.

Effort (Hours)

Costs (K $)

Schedule (Months)

5126.2
4245
881.2

154
106
48

7.7
5.3
2.3

Manual Migration
SMoT Migration
Savings

6.2.2. PL/SQL view in practice
Table 5. Number of triggers marked as ”to skip”/”to migrate” in iterations of real project

First
Numbers of triggers marked as ”to skip”
Numbers of triggers marked as ”to migrate”
Number of triggers under evaluation

1647

*

Second
929
718
1647

**

Third

***

223
495
718

*

Fully automated
Semi-automated
***
Manual
**

This experience demonstrated that the analysis of the results of the PL/SQL view is an
iterative process, since there is no a definitive catalog of patterns applicable to all applications. Instead, the MDE expert likely needs to develop and plug new operations to the
matching algorithm in order to produce a Code Pattern Model as purged as possible. The
gist is to increase the productivity of Oracle Forms experts when they mark the triggers as
”to skip” or ”to migrate”.
Table 5 summarizes the project results. Note that there were three iterations.
In the first one, the default matching algorithm (the one configured to match the patterns
of our catalog) automatically computed a Code Pattern Model containing 1647 occurrences of
triggers. The Oracle Forms expert randomly selected some triggers from the model in order
to review and identify patterns that reflected the company’s coding style. The number of
selected triggers were constrained by the hours initially estimated for this task; that is, eight
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hours. She observed triggers that met two behaviours: i) implement standard functionality
(for example, CRUD, opening of a form, etc.); or ii) are launched through UI facilities
that are out-dated. For example, basic functionalities like saving or navigating a record
back/forward are triggered via the keyboard. In our migration step, these functionalities
are generated by default as part of the CRUD and programmed to be launched through the
mouse, instead of keyboard shortcuts. The Bank agreed this feature; as a consequence, it
did not make sense to migrate these types of triggers.
Based on the legacy expert output, the MDE expert developed matching operations
to identify occurrences of the triggers mentioned in the previous paragraph. These operations were plugged to the default matching algorithm resulting in a new one referred to as
”Matching algorithm V2”. In the second iteration, the legacy expert executed the ”Matching algorithm V2” and got a Code Patterns Model where 929 triggers were marked as ”to
skip” and 718 marked as ”to migrate”. Then, instead of having to check 1647 triggers (i.e.,
the total number of triggers found in the legacy) to decide which are worth migrating, the
expert only checked 718, which corresponds to 46% of the total triggers. This represents
time savings in this task.
We say this iteration was semi-automated because the marks automatically computed by
the matching algorithm depended on a previous manual review made by the legacy expert.
In the third phase, the legacy expert focused on reviewing only the collection of triggers
marked as ”to migrate” in the second iteration. The purpose of this was to further evaluate
if such a collection contained triggers that could be skipped in the migration step. As a
result, she marked 223 triggers as ”to skip” and 495 marked as ”to migrate”.
The matching algorithm matched 87% of the 495 triggers ”to migrate” with categories of
our catalog. For the remaining 13%, the algorithm did not find correspondences between the
triggers and the existing patterns. Figure 10 shows the variety of patterns found in the 87%
of the triggers. 39.2% of occurrences were classified in the Oracle Forms proprietary routines
(i.e., FRM PRP). Along the iterations, the legacy expert marked FRM PRP triggers as ”to
skip/to migrate”. This shows that it is not necessarily good to mark as ”to skip” by default
the triggers that match a given pattern. Instead, it is desirable to have a review from the
expert before making a final decision.
The migration step embedded these 495 triggers as commented code in assets of the
target application. Pattern classification was also useful for the development of tests.
When comparing triggers skipped in the last iteration with those of the first iteration,
we found that all of them encapsulated similar behaviour. The differences were the Oracle
Forms proprietary routines used in the implementation. Maybe if the legacy expert had had
more time in the first iteration, then she could have discovered more patterns early, and
then could have had a more decanted collection in the last iteration that would have sped
up the review.
The MDE expert developed matching operations for the patterns discovered in the last
iteration. All matching operations were saved in a repository ready to be used in the
migration of another application from the same client.
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Figure 10. Pattern occurrences classified by type for triggers marked as ”to migrate” in the second
iteration

7. Lessons Learned
In this research, we have identified several lessons learned concerning the use of MDE
techniques, code patterns, and academia-industry collaboration:
7.1. Use of MDE techniques
• In our approach, the PIMs support users on: i) architecture decision making even
in cases where users are not legacy experts; and ii) sanitization of the legacy model
information. In addition, the PIMs eased plugging new parsers and model-to-text
(M2T) transformations. The parsers provide a representation of legacy applications,
but in terms of the PIMs concepts. We developed parsers for different OF versions.
In turn, the M2T transformations translate the PIMs into an application written in
a particular target technology. We implemented M2T transformations towards Java
and .Net. Therefore, no effort should be spared to design a robust PIM for the family
of technologies targeted in the migration. To this end, we suggest to review variations
on the source and target technologies.
• The (partial/full) application of the migration tooling to three Latin American companies showed that said tooling –produced in the base migration process– can be mostly
reused in many migration projects within different company’s clients. In particular,
PIMs, their associated graphical editors and model-to-model transformations can be
reused as is. Furthermore, the application of the approach to the Bank project also
demonstrated that clients may have particular inquiries concerning the source or target
technologies that may impact the tooling. For example: i) variations among source
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technology versions (e.g., OF versions: 6i, 9i, 10i, 11i) may imply slight changes in
the parsers; or ii) modifications in the target architecture –to adjust the applications
look-and-feel or security mechanism– may involve changes in the model-to-text transformations. Here, it is important to have a robust configuration management of the
tooling.
• UI is a key point to validate because most clients want to impact user experience as
little as possible. In the pre-sale step, the team shows the demo to the client and asks
her whether the target UI meets the requirements. This helps the MDE expert to
early realize if she needs to modify an existing bridge (or build a new one) from the
PIM to the target. If yes, the project manager should modify the project budget too.
MDRE projects should include agile practices that allow the migration team to have
early feedback from the client and adjust the tooling accordingly.
• In this case, the transfer of MDE techniques to industry was a reality. Indeed, Asesoftware created an automation department where developers apply MDE techniques
on their own to solve company’s challenges. Besides the aforementioned items, we
think that the definition of early victories in the base migration process plan helped
Asesoftware to gain confidence in MDE based proposals.
• There are plenty of factors that influence the success or failure of adopting an MDE
approach in a company [30]. In this case, the project was a success and we attribute
this success to: i) a formal training to the company employees by university experts
on MDE; ii) involving management members as project stakeholders; and iii) a clear
scope and a shared vision of the project. First and second factors are in accord with
Hutchinson et al. [31], where the authors point out that the success or failure of MDE
is significantly affected by factors such as training and commitment to the project.
• Despite the positive view of MDE, we did run into some troubles when trying to
use existing MDE tools in an industrial setting. As an example, even if declarative
transformation rules as the ones provided by ETL are conceptually better and simpler,
we found that they were not expressive enough to cover all our needs and therefore
we were forced to “pollute” ETL code with imperative Java constructs to manipulate
strings and fine-tune the rule application ordering. Another example would be the
building of the XText-based abstract syntax metamodel for PL/SQL. There, we had
to go back and forth between the grammar and Xtext in order to solve ambiguity
problems and get a readable metamodel. Finally, we developed unit tests for the m2m
transformations. Such tests aim at detecting regressions by comparing gold standard
models with the models outputted by the last versions of the transformations. In
this part, we encountered that Epsilon Ant tasks have problems when loading models
produced by XText. We arrived to a workaround that programmatically calls the tests.
This last point led us to one reflection: practitioners perceive that the maintenance
and documentation of MDE tools is poor, which may discourage them from using the
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MDE paradigm. This thought is also mentioned in [30]. It is key to involve MDE
experts in the projects to alleviate the lack of documentation and maintenance efforts.
7.2. Code patterns in industry
• Our catalogue should be taken as a starting point when facing a new migration project
but not as a closed set. For instance, Asesoftware opted for using extensively stored
procedures as a way to isolate and reuse business logic across forms. As we discussed
before, this code was deemed unnecessary to transform but for companies that would
like to migrate everything, patterns should be extended to adapt to such company
policies (e.g., coding style and conventions) and cover all the aspects they need to
migrate.
• Our catalog has patterns that express general good practices when developing RAD
applications. However, from our experience in real projects, we learned that every
software house may define their our patterns and implement the code accordingly. It
is up to MDE experts to evaluate the cost/benefit of modifying the discoverer to deal
with customized patterns. Experts make the decision taking into account, for example,
the size of the applications. Therefore, PL/SQL pattern discoverer has to be flexible
enough to allow MDE experts to add new patterns in it.
• We defined a very narrow migration scope (only master and master/details forms) that
prevented us from (semi)automating the transformation of grid-style forms, and forms
with multiple details, which are actually quite popular in OF applications. In the
step referred to as ”definition of migration strategy” in the base migration process,
it is important to analyze existing repositories of legacy code to identify the most
commonly used constructions and their correspondence in the target technology. This
helps the development team to choose which legacy constructions deserve translation
to the target.
8. Related Work
Legacy migration often comprise reverse and forward engineering techniques. The study
of these techniques dated back many years ago. For example, Selfridge et al. [32] spelt out
reverse engineering challenges in early nineties. Several approaches have appeared from this
date up until now. The related work found for this paper can be divided in three main
categories:
• Legacy-to-target transformation: works under this category mainly aims at moving systems from one language environment and platform to another. We refer to this
task as the ”transform” step in our migration application process.
• Migration process management: includes works that center around the migration
process in overall.In the literature, most works focus on the technical aspects of the
legacy-to-target transformation. However, in this category, we are interested in the
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works that tackle a wider perspective that covers not only the transformation but also
the management of a migration project.
• PL/SQL reverse engineering: covers works that discuss the reverse engineering of
PL/SQL code and migration to modern technologies by using MDE.
Even tough the focus of this paper goes beyond the legacy-to-target transformation, we
present the works classified in the first category in a summarized form, for the sake of noting
what has been done in this respect. After that, we detail the approaches that fall in the
second and third categories which are actually closer to our approach. Each following section
offers a comparison between the presented works and our approach.
8.1. Legacy-to-target transformation
We found academic approaches that focus on the migration of Scientific and Transactional applications. Scientific Applications are mainly developed to better understand or
make predictions from data that describes real world processes. In turn, Transactional Applications are developed to ensure that an organizations’ data is recorded in the database in
accordance with the corresponding transactions.
To ease the comparison of our approach and these approaches, we use the following
criteria: i) the source and target technologies of the migration; and ii) the human intervention
during the migration process to determine if the reviewed approach falls into our definition
of White-Box or Black-Box.
Approaches tackling Scientific applications [33, 34, 35] migrate programs written in languages such as C/C++ and FORTRAN-77 to Java and object-oriented designs. In turn,
approaches tackling Transactional applications [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 16, 43, 44, 45, 46,
47, 48, 49, 50] migrate from mainframe technologies (e.g., IBM Assembler, COBOL) and
Fourth Generation Languages (e.g., Oracle Forms) to Web technologies, in some cases to
be complaint with SOA or cloud architecture patterns. Even tough, our case study fixed
the translation from Oracle Forms to Java and .Net, the approach has been designed in an
agnostic way for the sake of being applied to other source/target technologies.
Nearly all the reviewed approaches [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 16, 43, 45, 46, 49, 47, 48, 50]
use some kind of intermediate representation to decouple the input and output. In most cases
(except by [43]) the target architecture is unique. Our approach also includes this feature
of intermediate representation and, even if the architectural patterns are pre-defined, it is
possible to configure some aspects —e.g., maintainability, usability, and security— during
the early stages of the migration cycle.
From a commercial perspective, we limit the comparison to the tools that transform
Oracle Forms applications. The transformation is usually offered as a service such as in
QAFE1 or as a standalone platform ready used by the developer (i.e., Pitss2 , Kuraman3 ,
Evo4 ). Some of the tools like Evo and Jheadstart5 transform Oracle Forms to an in-house
technology such as ADF or APEX (i.e., EVO and Jheadstart.). Others like Composer, Ormit6 , Composer7 , Jheadstart, Composer, Ormit, Evo and Turbo8 have a completely different
target technology such as .NET or Java.
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In brief, we classify the reviewed approaches (except [45, 43]) into the black-box transformation category because they generate applications that conform to a default architecture
instead of letting the user decide about some aspects. As a result, users can only specify
their decisions over the generated code. In contrast, we provide the means to make decisions
in the early steps of the transformation by using a model and an editor. Similarly, [45, 43]
have a model that represents the application in an agnostic way; however, the papers do not
report any high-level abstraction means to make decisions based on such a model and follow
the migration project process, which our approach does make possible via our graphical
editors.
8.2. Migration process management
Fleurey et al. [4] define a model-driven (MD) migration process, which is divided into
four steps: Parsing, Reverse engineering, Transformation, and Code generation. This process
uses three (meta)models: legacy model, ANT model (kind-of PIM), and PSM model. The
legacy model represents the aged technology. The ANT model represents concerns such as:
graphical interface, application navigation and data structures. The PSM models the target
platform. The legacy model is converted to the ANT model, which is in turn translated to the
PSM model. The authors also implement a modeling platform adaptable to different legacy
and target technologies and TODO directives to indicate developers which parts require
manual intervention. This migration process is part of a larger migration perspective that
includes four phases. The first phase is a technical analysis of the project that includes
a sample migration, cost estimation, and first client proposal. The second phase is the
development of model transformations, parsers and generators. The third phase is the
pilot project that includes another sample migration of a representative part of the legacy
application, and produces the final cost of the migration project. And finally, the last phase
is the actual migration process of particular applications.
Fuentes et al. [51] also propose a migration process. They define a metamodel (referred
to as XSM) representing the different levels of abstraction of a modernization process. This
process includes four phases. The first phase is the Preliminary evaluation of the project,
where experts: i) collect relevant information about legacy and target platforms; ii) estimate
the costs of the project; and iii) propose a modernization offer to the client. In the second
phase (referred to as Understanding), the identification of application requirements and core
components is made, and the XSM models of the legacy application and target platform
are created. The third and fourth phases are Building and Migration, which refer to the
implementation of transformations and the execution of the transformations to complete the
migration process. They propose a feature-driven approach for the modernization, applying
the migration process to specific features in an iterative way.
Fuhr et al. [52] present an approach for the migration of legacy systems to SOA (ServiceOriented Architecture) by using an extension of the IBM SOMA (Service-Oriented Modeling
and Architecture) method. In the extension, the authors use TGraphs to represent the
artifacts and graph-based queries and transformations for the re-engineering and conversion
processes. The TGraph representation of the project is analyzed in conjunction with activity
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diagrams models of business processes to identify services in the legacy code, and then
generate corresponding services in a SOA platform.
Wagner et al. [53] present a model-driven approach for re-engineering and migration
of software projects. The re-engineering step consists of the parsing and conversion of the
source code into an annotated AST. Annotations add extra information about data flow
and types. Furthermore, this step creates a platform-independent description of the source
system, which serves as an input for the automatic creation of models that reflect different
perspectives of the legacy. The final stage of the re-engineering process is called ”model
analysis” and its purpose is to generate graphical illustrations that help developers to be
aware of static metrics, dependencies between functions, and dead code. In the migration
step, developers manually derive a ”process model” from the models obtained in the reengineering step. Finally, a code generator produces the target application from the process
model.
Bermudez et al. [54] contribute a tool called Models4Migration that partially automates
the migration process of software projects. This tool transforms a given legacy into an ”Abstraction model”. This model conforms to a metamodel that is reused in each migration
project, independently of the source technology. Then, the tool transforms the ”Abstraction model” into a ”Concrete model” that represents the legacy but in terms of the target
technology concepts. The tool receives as input the (meta)models, the transformations, and
a specification of the transformation chain. The chain is specified through a DSL defined by
the authors. The tool can reuse the inputs to migrate different projects that have the same
source and target technologies. The approach encompasses a stage where developers have
to manually modify the target software. To smooth this task, the tool creates requests in a
ticket system and assigns developers to each request.
Fleurey et al. [4] only describe the step-by-step construction of a migration tool (i.e.,
base migration process), while our approximation also describes how to use the migration
tool in projects (i.e., instantiation process). In [4], the cost estimation is manually done,
while our approach (semi)automates effort calculation. We share some similarities, such
as highlighting the parts in the generated code that need manual inputs from developers
and the implementation of adaptable modules to tackle different source/target technologies.
Fuentes et al. [51] propose an iterative approach at the base migration process, while our
approach is only iterative at the instantiation process. This is actually a ”nice to have”
feature that we would extrapolate to our approach. Fuhr et al. [52] center around a single
type of target architecture, while using graph-based transformations. Bermudez et al. [54]
and Wagner et al. [53] describe generic approaches to software migration, with the inclusion
of the instantiation process for each project. Bermudez et al. [54] goes a step further [53]
because it adopts the use of ticket systems to manage the tasks that developers have to
manually perform in the target application.
8.3. PLSQL
Regarding PL/SQL coding in a broad sense, [14, 15, 16] reverse engineer large legacy
PL/SQL applications to achieve program comprehension and refactoring but do not address
the migration of such code.
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As far as we know, only [17, 18, 19] deal with the reverse and forward engineering of
PL/SQL code embedded in Oracle Forms applications. They focus on modeling PL/SQL
language structures at a syntactic level.
Like [14, 15, 16], our scope is to reverse engineer the PL/SQL code with a program comprehension intend. In particular, SMoT classifies triggers (according to functional purpose)
in order to help analysts decide if the migration of PL/SQL triggers is worth it. The difference with respect to similar works is that our approach goes beyond the syntactic level: it
specifically targets the semantics of this domain by first grouping PL/SQL statements that
are typically used together. Furthermore, we aim to discover business-level functionality
regardless of the number and complexity of statements required to perform it.
9. Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we presented a (semi)automated process for migrating Oracle Forms applications. The process goes beyond the reverse and forward engineering tasks as it encompasses
management tasks. The process is supported by a model-based tool called SMoT, which has
been successfully transferred to a software company.
In addition to the SMoT features mentioned in our previous work (e.g., structural views,
(semi)automated code translation, project tracking) [7, 8, 9], we have added planning project
features to the approach. The project manager and client are able to straightforwardly decide
the scope and priorities of migration, with the help of specific views that help understanding
the structural elements of the legacy architecture (e.g., modules, forms, database tables,
relationships, etc.). Furthermore, there is an additional view that collects and classifies the
behavioural elements of the application (i.e., PL/SQL routines), helping the legacy expert
to decide whether to include a given functionality in the new target system. The idea is to
preserve what adds value to the business and peel off those aspects too dependant on the
source technology and that are irrelevant in the one.
The case study shows the benefits of our migration process in terms of effort savings and
its flexibility to embrace other source and target technologies.
In particular, this study shows time savings that range from 80% to 16% in the different
steps of the migration application process, 30% in average. The ”construction” was the step
with the least time saving and the ”pre-sale” and ”design” steps had the highest savings.
In addition, the study showed that the quality of the new code is significantly higher when
using SMoT than when using the manual migration approach (environ 61%).
With respect to the reusability of the tooling produced in the ”base migration process”,
we evidenced that platform independent models (PIMs), their associated graphical editors
and model-to-model transformations can be reused as is among different projects. In turn,
parsers and model-to-text transformations may require adjustments to tackle variations
in the source/target technologies. In particular, for the case study, we had to tune the
parser to support different source Oracle Forms versions (e.g., 6i, 9i, 10i, 11i). In addition,
we developed diverse model-to-text transformations to translate the PIMs to two target
technologies, i.e., Java and .Net.
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We also concluded that the proposed PL/SQL patterns catalogue should be taken as an
initially point that has to be extended to take into consideration software company policies
(e.g., code style, conventions). Indeed, new patterns will require extensions of the matching
algorithm.
As future work, we plan to: i) unfold procedure invocations of database code and explore
patterns in those stored procedures, since most of that code could also match patterns in
our catalogue; ii) implement a code cloning algorithm that could suggest additional refactoring opportunities by signaling repetitive coding excerpts even if not matching any specific
pattern in our catalogue; iii) investigate the conversion of PL/SQL code to target technology. If we find a solution that balances benefit and cost, we may explore how to increase
the flexibility of the conversion by allowing developers to select among several implementation patterns according to their preferences/context (e.g., data quality, security constraints,
internal standards);
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10. Annex
Table 6. Secondary pattern catalogue.

Pattern Name

Purpose

CMP VAL;
Greater,
Less,
Equal than
validation.

It
Validates if a
field value
is greater/less/equal
than/to
other field.

ENU VAL;
Validate
enumeration .

It
Validates if a
field value
exists in a
pre-defined
list
of
values.

CPX VAL;
Complex
validation.

It
validates if a
condition
occurs,
this
involves
fields,
literals,
logic and
arithmetic
operators.

Pseudocode
Parameters
Field Validation
IF(fieldA [> | >= | <= | < | =] fieldA,
fieldB):
fieldB: The
SHOW MESSAGE(msg);
values to
RAISE ERROR;
compare.
- msg: The
message
shown to
the user.
IF NOT(field = literal1 or field = - field: The
literal2 or ...):
value
to
SHOW MESSAGE(msg);
validate.
RAISE ERROR;
- literal1,
literal2, ...:
The value
enumerations.
- msg: The
message
shown to
the user.
IF (condition):
condiSHOW MESSAGE(msg);
tion: The
RAISE ERROR;
expression
to validate.
- msg: The
message
shown to
the user.

Continued on next page
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Table 6 – continued from previous page
Pattern Name Purpose
Pseudocode
NUL VAL;
It
vali- IF (field IS EMPTY):
Null validates if a SHOW MESSAGE(msg);
dation.
mandatory RAISE ERROR;
field
has
been filled
up by the
user.
It validates IF (field < minValue and field >
RGN VAL;
if the field maxValue):
Range
value is in SHOW MESSAGE(msg);
validation.
a range of RAISE ERROR;
possible
values.

POP SEQ;
Populate a
field with
an Oracle
sequence
value.

Field Population
It
get SELECT sequenceName.nextval
the
next INTO field;
value of a FROM dual;
sequence
and assign
it to a
field.

Parameters
- field: The
value to be
validated.
- msg: The
message
shown to
the user.
- field: The
value to be
validated.
minValue,
maxValue:
The lower/upper
bounds of
the range.
- msg: The
message
shown to
the user.

field:
The field
to populate.
- sequenceName:
The Oracle
database
sequence.
Continued on next page
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Table 6 – continued from previous page
Pattern Name Purpose
Pseudocode
POP INP;
Given
SELECT max (col0) + 1 INTO
Populate
a
detail field;
a
field
record, get FROM tableName;
with
the
the value WHERE col1 = fieldP AND col2
sequence
of a se- = field Q AND ...;
value set in
quence set
a master
in a master
table.
record and
assign it to
a field; the
sequence
increases
by 1.

POP DFL;
Populate a
field with
a default
value.

It
pop- IF (field IS EMPTY):
ulates
a field ← defaultValue;
field with
a default
value when
the users
not
provide such
value.
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Parameters
field:
The field
to populate.
tableName:
Detail
table.
fieldP,
FieldQ,
...: Fields
defining
the foreign
keys.
col0:
Column
used as a
sequence
in
the
Master
table.
col1,
col2,
...:
Foreign
keys
referring to
the master
table.
field:
The field
to populate.
- defaultValue: The
expression
value assigned to
the field.
Continued on next page

Table 6 – continued from previous page
Pattern Name Purpose
Pseudocode
POP SEL;
It
popu- SELECT col1, col2, ... INTO
Populate
lates fields fieldA, fieldB;
fields with
with the FROM tableName;
a
query
result of a WHERE col5 = fieldP AND col6
result.
SELECT
= fieldQ AND ...;
statement. IF(no data retrieved):
SHOW MESSAGE(msg);
RAISE ERROR;
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Parameters
fieldA,
fieldB,
...:
The
fields to be
populated.
tableName:
The name
of
the
table the
data comes
from.
- col1, col2,
...:
The
columns
of
the
table to be
retrieved
and
assigned to
fields.
- col5, col6,
...: These
columns
help
to
extract
only
the
records
that fulfill
a criteria.
fieldP,
fieldQ,
...:
The
expected
values.
- msg: The
message to
be shown
to
the
user.
Continued on next page

Table 6 – continued from previous page
Pattern Name Purpose
Pseudocode
POP It
popu- field ← functionName(param1,
FUN;
lates a filed param2, ...);
Populate a
with the
field with a
result
of
function’s
a function
returned
or a literal
value.
value.

Parameters
- field: The
field to be
populated.
functionName:
The called
function.
- param1,
param2,
...: The expressions
which are
passed as
arguments
to
the
function.
Continued on next page
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Table 6 – continued from previous page
Pattern Name Purpose
Pseudocode
Model Constraints
UNQ It
vali- SELECT count(1) INTO localVAL;
dates if a Var;
Unique key
database
FROM tableName;
validation.
table con- WHERE col1 = fieldA AND col2
tains
a = fieldB AND ...;
record that IF(localVar > 0):
coincide
SHOW MESSAGE(msg);
with
an RAISE ERROR;
specific
value.

SYN DET;
MasterDetail
synchronization.

Parameters

tableName:
The
database
table.
col1,
col2,
...:
Columns
to help to
filter the
records
that coincides with
expected
values.
fieldA,
fieldB,
...:
The
expected
values.
- msg: The
message
shown to
the user.
It retrieves IF (masterPK IS NOT EMPTY): masthe detail REFRESH DETAIL;
terPK:
records
Master’s
when the
primary
current
key.
master is
changed.
Continued on next page
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Table 6 – continued from previous page
Pattern Name Purpose
Pseudocode
DEL VAL;
It validates CURSOR DECLARATION curDelete
if there is sor as
validation
any detail SELECT ’X’
in MasterFROM tableName
record
Detail
when the WHERE col1 = fieldA AND col2
relationuser
is = fieldB AND ...
ship.
trying to FETCH RECORD cursor INTO
delete
a localvar
IF(recordFound):
master
SHOW MESSAGE(msg)
record.
RAISE ERROR

EXT VAL;
Foreign
key validation.

Parameters
tableName:
Detail
table.
fieldA,
fieldB, ...:
The
primary key
of a master
record.
- col1, col2,
...:
Foreign
key
of
detail
table.
It validates SELECT count(1) INTO local- tableif a parent Var
Name:
record ex- FROM tableName
Master
ists.
WHERE col1 = fieldA AND col2 table.
= fieldB AND ...
fieldA,
IF localVar = 0:
fieldB, ...:
SHOW MESSAGE(msg)
Foreign
RAISE ERROR
key of detail table.
col1,
col2,
...:
Primary
key
of
master
record.
- msg: The
message to
be shown
to
the
user.
Miscellaneous
Continued on next page
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Table 6 – continued from previous page
Pattern Name Purpose
Pseudocode
LOGG;
It records INSERT INTO tableName VALLogging.
data about UES (expression1 , expression2,
the
user ...);
transactions.

TEX MSG;
Text
message
management.

Parameters
tableName:
Logging
table.
- expression1,
expression2, ...:
Values
stored
as
logs
records.
It
trans- IF (MESSAGE CODE = error- prolates codes Code1):
cedureand
sys- SHOW MESSAGE (message- Name1,
tem errors Text1);
procedureinto user IF(MESSAGE CODE = error- Name2,
friendly
Code2):
...:
The
messages.
SHOW MESSAGE (message- called proText2);
cedures.
- param11,
param12,
param21,
param22,
...:
Expressions
passed as
arguments
to the procedures.
Continued on next page
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Table 6 – continued from previous page
Pattern Name Purpose
Pseudocode
USR It prevents IF (userAction IS [insert | update
OPT;
the
user | delete]):
User opfrom ex- SHOW MESSAGE(msg);
tions.
ecuting
RAISE ERROR;
an insert,
update
or delete
operation.

CLR FRM;
Clear
Form.

a

It
clears CLEAR FORM;
the fields
in a Form.

Parameters
- userAction: The
operation
or transaction that
the user is
trying to
execute.
- msg: The
message
shown to
the user.
None

Continued on next page
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Table 6 – continued from previous page
Pattern Name Purpose
Pseudocode
Parameters
FRM None
Oracle
forms proprietary procedure();
PRP;
Forms ofOracle
fers a rich
Forms
programpropietary
ming API
routines.
to control
the
user
interface
and
access local
resources
(e.g., get
mouse
position,
move/hide
windows,
show the
menu,
etc). This
pattern
represents
triggers
that
use
only this
kind
of
statements.
Continued on next page
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Table 6 – continued from previous page
Pattern Name Purpose
Pseudocode
PRC INV;
It calls one CALL procedureName1(param1,
Procedure
or multiple param2, ...)
invocation.
proceCALL
proceduredures.
Name2(param11,
param12,
...)
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Parameters
procedureName1,
procedureName2,
...: Procedures to be
called.
- param1,
param2,
param11,
param12,
...:
Expressions
which are
passed as
arguments
to the procedures.

Appendix .1. Response Letter
Dear Editors and Reviewers,
Thank you very much for your second round remarks. They helped us to further improve
the article. Please find below our answers to your comments. We hope they can help clarify
some remaining issues regarding our article.
As required by the reviewing process, we are submitting this response letter along with
a revised version of our paper entitled ”Model-based Assisted Migration of Oracle Forms
Applications: The Overall Process in an Industrial Setting”.
In this paper we aim at reverse engineering the PL/SQL code embedded in Oracle Forms
applications, with a program understanding intend. The difference with respect to previous
works is that our approach goes beyond the syntactic level: it specifically targets the semantics of this domain by first grouping PL/SQL statements that are typically used together.
Furthermore, we aim to discover business-level functionality regardless of the number and
complexity of the statements required to perform it.
In addition, to tackle the challenges related to migration project management, on top of
the legacy/intermediate models, our approach has functional features to help developers to
estimate, plan, and track the project progress.
There are 3 remarks for this iteration of the paper. Each remark is followed by our
response.
The remarks with specific changes in the paper have a reference to the location in the
new paper version where the solution is found. To this end, either we refer to the section
where a given modification was introduced or we use an icon in the paper margin for easy
identification. Additionally, in the margin we point to the specific remark the modification
is addressing.
In what follows we describe how we have addressed the reviewer comments in detail.
Appendix .2. Review #1
Remark 1: I still find the explanation fo the introduction of their own PIM starting in
Sec 4 on page 20 line 47 a bit fuzzy. What does ”tough” or ”confusing”? The point for
developing a more simple model (less concepts, better learning curve, domain focussed, ...)
can be made in a more scientific way.
Response: Given our interest in smoothing the appropriation of the PIM among practitioners (i.e., a better learning curve), who are not necessarily MDE experts, we designed
an intermediate metamodel that has less concepts than standard metamodels (e.g., KDM)
and focuses on the domain of 4GL technologies. We made this decision based on previous
experiences where we observed two disadvantages in the use of KDM: i) it is tough for developers to appropriate the KDM concepts because the metamodel is quite large; ii) some
concepts are too abstract, leading developers to different comprehension and application of
those concepts, creating confusion in the team. For example, they tend to map the same
legacy concept to different KDM concepts that look similar at first glance. In the margin of
section 4, we point to the modification that addresses this remark by using remark number
1.
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Remark 2: ”5.1.2. How was the catalog built?” should be renamed to ”Building the Pattern Catalog” or similar to stay consistent with other subsection names.
Response: We modified the title as indicated by Remark 2.
Remark 3: There are some minor formatting issues, e.g. Fig 6 and Tab 1 placed on quite
empty pages. Table 6 in the appendix is a pain to read because of the narrow columns. This
could be formatted in some different way, or, maybe, the relatively pointless pseudocode can
be removed.
Response: We relocated Fig 6 and Tab 1. In addition, we increased the width of the
pseudocode column in Tab 6.
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